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Abstract
Electrochemical reduction was performed on both polycrystals of calcia-stabilized zirconia (CSY) and single crystals of
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) at 5008C. A glass-encapsulation was used to prevent access of molecular oxygen from the
gas phase and to realize a virtually two-dimensional geometry for the reacting crystal. The resulting blackening process
which occurs by the advancement of a morphologically unstable reaction front was observed in-situ in a heating-stage by the
use of an optical microscope. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction [25] and coulometric titrations with zirconia as a
solid electrolyte [26], indicating strongly reducing
Coloration (blackening) of cubic stabilized zir- conditions. Despite these studies the chemical nature
conia caused by strong chemical or electrochemical of blackened zirconia is still in discussion and
reduction is a well known phenomenon. Since its attracts further interest [27].
first observation in the course of the development of Mostly, during electrochemical reduction a zir-
MHD-devices (magneto-hydrodynamic devices [1]) conia specimen is surrounded by an inert gas atmos-
numerous investigations were performed on blac- phere with unknown oxygen activity while a suffi-
kened zirconia (mostly at room temperature), par- ciently high electric voltage is applied via platinum
ticularly to clarify the nature of the blackened electrodes to the crystal. The typical result of this
material [1–23]. Thus optical spectroscopy [3–6], procedure is a tongue-shaped blackened region in the
EPR measurements [6–18], conductivity measure- center of the specimen since the surfaces of the
ments [1,6,19,20], electron microscopy [21], X-ray specimen can still act as oxygen sources. Essentially,
studies [7], dielectric measurements [22] and mea- the activity of oxygen in the reduced material is
surements of elastic properties [23,24] were per- controlled kinetically rather than thermodynamically.
formed by different groups. Blackening is also Since different geometric boundary conditions have
observed during laser treatment of zirconia ceramics been realized by different authors, the results of
reduction experiments vary considerably. Further-
* more, as a consequence of the simple design of theCorresponding author. Tel.: 149-511-762-5298; fax: 149-
511-762-4009; e-mail: janek@mbox.pci.uni-hannover.de usual electrochemical polarisation cells, no reliable
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¨information on both the properties of reduced zir- bromide crystal has been reported by Stilkenbohmer
conia (as functions of the thermodynamic variables) and Schmalzried [35,36] together with a formal
and the electrochemical reduction process itself has analysis of the underlying kinetics.
been obtained. It is the major purpose of this paper
to present results of an experimental study with
well-defined boundary conditions for the electro- 2. Experimental
chemical reduction, and thus, under reproducible
thermodynamic conditions. We avoid oxygen ex- 2.1. Specimens
change by the use of a virtually oxygen-impermeable
glass cover encapsulating the zirconia specimen. Polycrystalline ZrO (10 mol.% CaO) was de-2
The electrochemical reduction of zirconia by livered by Friedrichsfeld (Mannheim, Germany), and
application of an electric field in an inert atmosphere single crystals of ZrO (12 mol.% Y O ) were2 2 3
with a non-zero oxygen activity corresponds to a purchased from Kristallhandel Kelpin (Leimen, Ger-
partially blocking electrochemical polarization cell many). Both single and polycrystals were cut into
3(Wagner–Hebb cell, e.g. see [28]). The free surfaces thin rectangular pieces (| 0.53 53 20 mm ) with a
of the mixed conductor (CSZ, YSZ) can act as diamond saw. The surfaces of the single crystals
additional sources or sinks for oxygen and reduce the were polished with diamond paste (1 mm) to achieve
polarizing effect of the applied electric field (cf. good transparency for optical transmission micro-
[29]). By encapsulating our cells in glass we obtain scopy. A small piece of platinum foil (cathode) was
ideal polarisation cells which can formally be de- sintered to one small edge of the specimen with the
scribed by relations according to Wagner and Hebb help of platinum paste. Platinum wire was used for
[30,31]. the electrical contacts (see Fig. 1).
The electrochemical blackening of zirconia pro- Each crystal was placed separately in a small
vides an example of internal solid state reactions platinum crucible and covered with coarse grained
driven by an electric field, which have been intro- pieces of glass (optical alkali-lead-silicate glass F2,
duced by Schmalzried [32,33]. In the course of such SCHOTT Glaswerke, Mainz /Germany). The melting
internal reaction, point defects (charged oxygen process was performed at 8008C for 24 h to avoid the
vacancies and electrons in the present case) migrate later enclosure of bubbles. Afterwards the tempera-
as educts from the boundaries of the crystalline ture was slowly decreased (within 6 h) to 5008C and
reaction medium to the reaction zone and form the again held constant for 24 h in order to reduce
colorating product. It is the further purpose of this mechanical stress which always develops due to
paper to demonstrate an internal electrochemical slightly different thermal expansion coefficients of
reaction and its morphological development. The both crystals and glass.
encapsulation of thin zirconia specimens in a (trans-
parent) glass cover allows to study the reaction in a
quasi-two dimensional geometry and to observe the
moving and morphological unstable reaction front
directly with an optical microscope in situ.
Electrochemical reduction has been already
studied in a number of other oxides, mainly due to
technological interest. Extensive experimental and
numerical studies on the electrochemical degradation
of earth alkali titanates have been reported by Waser
et al. [34]. Due to a slow surface reaction at low
temperatures the advancing coloration front could be
observed without the application of an additional
impermeable surface cover. The direct observation of Fig. 1. (a) Electric circuit of the polarization cell, (b) encapsulated
internal precipitation of bromine in polarized silver specimen.
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After cooling to room temperature the glass bodies glass cover itself in the electrochemical reaction.
were cut to their final shape and polished to achieve Also no evidence is given for a disturbance by
good optical quality of the surfaces. The encapsu- diffusion of oxygen through the glass cover.
lated single crystalline specimens were rather fragile,
and they broke always during the sawing process due 3.1. Polycrystalline specimen
to internal mechanical stress of the glass body.
Polycrystalline specimens were less sensitive against A polarisation with an applied voltage of 10 V led
mechanical stress. No polycrystalline sample was to a very slow blackening of zirconia. The front of
broken during polishing or sawing. Finally, a the blackened zone moved almost uniformly with a
platinum gauze and a platinum wire were fixed with very slight curvature. After 24 h the blackened zone
silver paste at the open end of the cell to produce the extended to | 1 mm from the cathode. Thus, electro-
anode which is reversible for exchange of oxygen. chemical reduction took place but proceeded very
slowly and with an almost stable front.
2.2. Experimental set-up Polarisation at an applied voltage of 100 V led to
much higher reduction rates. The morphology of the
The electric circuit and the cell design is depicted reaction front became unstable from the very begin-
schematically in Fig. 1. A heating-stage allowed the ning on and shows characteristic finger-like struc-
observation in transmission by an optical micro- tures, see Fig. 3a–f. The reduction was completed
scope. The temperature was limited to 5008C mainly within several hours, i.e. within this time the blac-
by the softening of the glass encapsulation at higher kening front had reached the anode.
temperatures. The polarization cells were connected Polarisation at an applied voltage of 500 V led to a
to a DC-voltage source as is shown in Fig. 1. A very fast reduction process. Within 1 h the unstable
voltmeter was used for the measurement of the blackening front reached the anode and led to a
applied voltage and a resistance in series with the current breakthrough. The dendrite-like structure
specimen was used as a shunt for the measurement which developed during the reduction is again
of the electric current. different from structures at lower polarisation volt-
ages.
2.3. Experiments
3.2. Single crystals
Several encapsulated specimens were reduced at
different applied voltages (T 5 5008C). The blocking Polarisation at an applied voltage of 100 V led to
electrode within the glass body was polarized finger-like structures (see Fig. 4a–f) which are very
cathodically. The moving blackening front was docu- similar to the ones observed in the ceramic speci-
mented by photography. The electric current during men. But compared to the slow reduction of the
reduction was measured, and frequently the EMF of polycrystalline specimen at 100 V, the blackening
partially reduced specimens was measured under front in the single crystal moves much faster. The
open circuit conditions. current breakthrough by a contact between the
blackened zone and the platinum anode was reached
within 10 min, i.e. the reduction proceeds 40 times
3. Results faster than in the polycrystalline specimen.
Polarisation at an applied voltage of 500 V again
Typical results for the final state of electrochemi- led to a faster reduction and to the development of a
cally reduced polycrystals are shown in Fig. 2. All finer structure of the reaction front. The current
blackening fronts became morphologically unstable breakthrough was observed within 2 min which is
but show different shapes depending on the applied again much faster than in the polycrystalline materi-
voltage. Cells with embedded single crystals often al.
broke, and most results are obtained from polycryst- All blackened regions show sharp boundaries with
als. No evidence is given for the participation of the the unreduced white (transparent) zirconia. Frequent-
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Fig. 2. Three cells after electrochemical reduction at different voltages. Experimental conditions: T55008C, (left and middle cell) U5100
V, (right cell) U5500 V.
ly, partially reduced specimens were disconnected directly to the reduction rate. In the present study we
from the voltage source and the remaining open made no attempt to separate these contributions.
circuit EMF of the cell was measured by means of a However, it is possible to detect the amount of
voltmeter with high input impedance. Immediately oxygen which leaves the crystal by suitable tech-
after disconnection of the voltage source the EMF niques as was done by Levy et al. [20].
values were as high as 2.0–2.5 V but decreased
rapidly to values between 1.0–1.5 V.
4. Formal description
3.3. Electrochemical measurements
In pure and stabilized zirconia, extrinsic defects in
Depending on the applied voltage the electric the oxygen sublattice can be created by the reaction
current shows different behaviour. At small voltages with molecular oxygen,
below 2 V no blackening takes place, and the 1 3 3electronic current decreases until it reaches a station- ] O 1V áO (1)2 O O2
ary value. At higher voltages electrochemical blac-
kening takes place, and the advancing reduction zone i.e. by the loss of molecular oxygen (reduction)
leads to an increasing current. This current involves oxygen vacancies are created. These oxygen vac-
both the electronic partial current of the polarized ancies increase the diffusion coefficient of oxygen
crystal and the ionic partial current which is related ions and therefore also the ionic conductivity of pure
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Fig. 3. Morphology of an advancing blackening front in a polycrystalline specimen. Experimental conditions: T55008C, U5100 V, (a)
t520 min, (b) t562 min, (c) t592 min, (d) t5112 min, (e) t5122 min, (f) t5202 min.
zirconia. The uncharged vacancies may dissociate carriers, see Eq. (2). With Eqs. (1) and (2) and the
and thus produce electronic charge carriers which intrinsic electronic equilibrium
increase the electronic conductivity:
?
e91 há0 (5)
3 ? ??V áV 1 e9áV 1 2e9 (2)O O O
the dependence of the partial conductivities of
electrons, electron holes and ions on the oxygenStabilized cubic zirconia contains an appreciable
activity can be described as:amount of aliovalent impurities (usually CaO or
Y O ) which introduce a well defined and virtually2 3 21 / 4s | a (6)e9 Ooxygen activity independent concentration of oxygen 2
vacancies,
1 / 4s | a (7)?h O3 ?? 299CaOáCa 1O 1V (3)Zr O O
s 5 const. (8)3 ?? ion9Y O áY 1 3O 1V (4)2 3 Zr O O
and influence the concentration of electronic charge Using these relations, a qualitative diagram for the
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Fig. 4. Morphology of an advancing blackening front in a single crystalline specimen. Experimental conditions: T55008C, U5100 V, (a)
t515 s, (b) t¯2 min, (c) t¯4.5 min, (d) t¯7 min, (e) t¯9.5 min, (f) t¯12 min.
21
˜conductivity relations can be constructed. Data for carrier . m denotes the electrochemical potential ofi
˜the partial conductivities by Park and Blumenthal a charge carrier (with m 5m 1 z Fw ;m being thei i i i
[37] are used for the construction of Fig. 5. Due to chemical potential; w is the electric potential, F is
the virtually oxygen activity independent concen- Faraday’s number, and z is the formal chargei
??tration of oxygen vacancies V the ionic conduc- number of the charge carrier). R and T denote the gasO
tivity s is approximately constant (Eq. (8)). constant and temperature, respectively.ion
The linear flux equation The cell arrangement is a typical Wagner–Hebb
polarization cell with an ion blocking cathode and anD ci i anode which is reversible for oxygen exchange. In
˜ ˜]]j 5 2L ?=m 5 ?=m (9)i i i iRT
?is valid for the different charge carriers (i5e9, h ,
122 Independent fluxes of the different charge carriers are assumed,O ), with L representing the phenomenologicali i.e. we set L 50.ij(diagonal) transport coefficient of charge carrier i, D 2i The phenomenological transport coefficient L of a species i isidenoting its self diffusion coefficient and c repre- related to its partial conductivity s by:i i
2senting the molar concentration of the charge s 5 (z F ) L (10)i i i
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Fig. 5. Conductivity of yttria-stabilized zirconia, according to Ref. [37].
the stationary state, the ion flux vanishes ( j 5 0) in the zirconia crystal between both electrodes,22O
and from Eq. (9) it follows that which by use of Eq. (12) is equivalent to
˜=m 5 0 (11)22 1O bl rev]U 5 2 ? [m (ZrO )2m (ZrO )] (14)e9 2 e9 2F
If it is further assumed that the local concentration
Assuming local equilibrium within the crystal thec of oxygen ions is virtually independent from22O local chemical potential of oxygen as a component isthe chemical potential m of the component OO 22 introduced(stabilized zirconia), i.e. =m 5 0, one concludes22O
˜ ˜from Eq. (11) that an ideally polarized crystal m 5 2(m 2 2m ) (15)22O O e92
without internal reactions is free from an internal
and one obtains with Eq. (11)(macroscopic) electric field:
1 bl rev=w 5 0 (12) ]U 5 ? [m (ZrO )2m (ZrO )]O 2 O 22 2F
bl
aNeglecting possible electronic overvoltages at the RT O2bl ] ]5 ? ln (16)revelectrodes, an applied external voltage U5w (Pt)2 4F aOrev 2w (Pt) leads to a difference in the electrochemical
Depending on the sign of the applied voltage, thepotential of electrons,
chemical potential of oxygen at the blocking elec-1 bl rev
˜ ˜]U 5 2 ? [m (ZrO )2m (ZrO )] (13) trode can either be increased or reduced relative toe9 2 e9 2F
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the fixed chemical potential at the reversible elec- function of the chemical potential m itself (=m 5e9 e9
2 1/4=m ), the profile of the (electro-)chemicaltrode. Applying a negative voltage, i.e. choosing the O2
blocking electrode as the cathode, the chemical potential of electrons is not linear (cf. measurements
of potential profiles in AgBr [38]). The exact shapepotential of oxygen is reduced at the cathode. As a
depends on the relation between the electronicconsequence of Eq. (12) one concludes that elec-
conductivity s and the chemical potential. Thetronic transport through the ideally polarized crystal e9
concentration profile of the electronic charge carriersis exclusively driven by the concentration gradient of
is linear provided that their mobility is concentrationthe electronic charge carriers. Assuming negligible
independent.overvoltages at the electrodes, the chemical potential
In addition to the complete blocking situation, asdifference across the polarized crystal can be mea-
characterized by the condition j 5 0, =j 5?? ??sured directly by U. V VO O
Different situations are possible, depending on the 0, j ± 0 and =j 5 0, two other cases exist which2 2e e
¨applied voltage U. In Fig. 6a–d the local distribution have already been considered by Stilkenbohmer and
of the different potentials is depicted schematically Schmalzried in the case of Ag/AgBr/Pt cells. In case
for the case of an ideally blocking cathode (case a). (b) one assumes that the applied voltage is high
Within the crystal the total electric current i must be enough to cause a cathodic electrode reaction local-
constant in the stationary state (=? i 5 2F=? j 5 ized at the YSZ/Pt interface. In case (c), the appliede9
0): voltage is chosen such that the cathodic reaction will
advance into the electrolyte bulk rather than being
=?L =m 5 0 (17)e9 e9 restricted to the interface.
In general, case (b) will correspond to the com-
plete decomposition of the electrolyte at the interfaceSince the electronic transport coefficient L is ae9
Fig. 6. Local potential variation in the case of an ideally ion blocking cathode without electrochemical reduction of zirconia.
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into metalloid ions which are dragged towards the an absolute charge number lower than 14 (e.g.
9anode and into the metal component. The deposition formation of trivalent ions, Zr ). Stressing thisZr
of the metal will most probably occur in a whisker- particular reaction one could even formulate the
or dendrite-like morphology, in order to short-circuit complete reduction of zirconium ions to the neutral
99the cell. So far no direct observation of such metal state (‘Zr 0’). By further association of twoZr
electrolysis of anion conductors has been reported to oxygen vacancies this could lead to the formation of
our knowledge. Case (c) corresponds to the injection a zirconium metal atom within a microscopic pore
of charge carriers into the solid electrolyte. An inside the crystal:
experimental example has been reported by Stil- ?? ?? 399 99Zr 01 2V á Zr 01 2V ;Zr (19)h jZr O Zr O
¨kenbohmer and Schmalzried [35,36]. By polarizing a
AgBr/Pt anode at low temperatures with voltages
For the precipitation of metal clusters, as ishigher than 1 kV, they observe the formation of
discussed frequently, at least a small number of thesebromine filled pores in the solid electrolyte.
metal atoms would have to aggregate. Due to theAnother different situation (case d) is given if a
very slow mobility of cations within the fluorite-typedecomposition product can be formed at intermediate
structure this appears unlikely, in particular at rela-potentials within the thermodynamic stability range
tively low temperatures, and to date no clear evi-of the solid electrolyte, i.e. if the electrolyte can be
dence is given for such process.partially reduced due to multivalent metal ions. In
3Metal impurities like Ti may act also as traps forZrthe case of YSZ, one might expect the creation of
electronic defects and cause color changes withZr-ions with a valence lower than 14. At applied
decreasing oxygen activity. However, the micro-voltages which are high enough the electrochemical
scopic nature of the reduction product is of noblackening (reduction) process takes place, starting
meaning for the phenomenological analysis of thefrom the cathode and advancing through the whole
reaction. Rather it is sufficient to formulate a re-crystal towards the cathode. The blackening itself
action which consumes electrons e9 and oxygenmay be caused by different microscopic defects as it
?? 3
vacancies V , producing oxygen ions O whichO Ois already indicated above.
leave the reaction zone:The most simple reaction scheme assumes the
?? 3trapping of electrons at oxygen vacancies (see Eq. ZrO 1 2de91dV 5ZrO 1dO (20)2 O 22d O(2) which may further associate with impurity or
39zirconium ions (Y , Zr ) in order to form moreZr Zr Finally, the stability of the advancing reduction
complex point defect clusters. The internal creation front has to be discussed. From the condition of a3
of neutral vacancies V corresponds to the removalO constant total electric current (=?i50), one obtains
of molecular oxygen from the crystal as it is already the following relation between the ionic and elec-
3indicated in Eq. (1). In other terms, the partial tronic fluxes in the reaction zone:
reduction of zirconia,
99 9 99 9 99 9j 2 j 5 2( j 2 j )5 2 2( j 2 j ) (21)?? ?? 3 3e9 e9 V V O OO O O Od
]ZrO 5ZrO 1 O (18)2 22d 22 We can safely assume that the electronic con-
9can be realized within the crystal by the introduction ductivity s in the unreduced zirconia is severale9
??
of neutral combination of vacancies V and electrons orders of magnitude lower than the ionic conduc-O
?? 9e9. Since the motion of oxygen vacancies V is tivity s . Thus, the charge transport in the unre-??O VO
coupled to the counterwise motion of oxygen ions duced material is only due to oxygen vacancies
3 9 9 9 9O , these will move from the reduction site to the (t 5s /(s 1s )¯ 1) [37]. Vice versa, we?? ?? ??O V V V e9O O O
surface of the crystal to form molecular oxygen. A
simplified reaction scheme which is based on the 3In the following, all quantities which are related to the unreduced
above considerations is depicted in Fig. 7.
region are marked with a prime and all quantities which are
Another reaction scheme is based on the trapping related to the reduced (blackened) region of zirconia are marked
3
of electrons at zirconium ions Zr forming ions with with a double prime.Zr
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Fig. 7. Reaction scheme for the electrochemical reduction of zirconia.
9assume that in the reduced (blackened) zirconia the 0, =m ¯ 0), both fluxes (Eq. (9)) depend only on??VO
electronic conductivity exceeds the ionic conduc- the gradient =w of the electric potential:
99 99tivity (t 5 12 t ¯ 1). Hence, Eq. (21) can be??e9 VO 9 9j ¯ 2 2L F=w9 (24)?? ??V VO Osimplified as:
99 99j ¯ 2 L F=w0 (25)99 9j ¯ 2 2j (22)?? e9 e9e9 VO
Applying Eq. (22) one derives the followingTaking Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) into account one (trivial) relation between the electrical potential
obtains the following expression for the velocity of gradients in both phases:the moving boundary between reduced and unre-
99 9 9 99duced zirconia (c 2 c ¯ 2d /V and c 2 c ¯d /?? ?? 99 99L s=w9e9 e9 m V V e9 e9O O ]] ]] ]]5 5 (26)V ) [32]: 9 9=w0 4L s?? ??m V VO O
9j ?? In Fig. 8a–d the local distributions of the different99j Ve9 O
]] ]]y ¯ ¯ 2 (23)b potentials in case of electrochemical reduction are2d /V d /Vm m depicted schematically.
With respect to the morphological development ofOnce reduction of the material occurs, an ionic
the reduction front two cases can be distinguished:flux in the unreduced zone is necessarily observed,
(a) the blackening requires an oxygen activity atand Eq. (12) is not strictly valid anymore. If one
99which the electronic conductivity s of zirconia isassumes that the chemical potential of vacancies in e9
9already higher than the ionic conductivity s . In??the unreduced phase and of electrons in the reduced VO
99 this case the voltage drop Dw0 across the blackenedphase is nevertheless nearly constant (=m ¯e9
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Fig. 8. Local potential variation in the case of an ideally ion blocking cathode with electrochemical reduction of zirconia.
zirconia is smaller than the voltage drop Dw9 across
9the unreduced zirconia. Thus, the flux j of ions??VO
and the related electric field E952=w9 in the
unreduced zirconia controls the rate of the reduction
process. The corresponding potential distribution is
depicted schematically in Fig. 8a. Once a small
disturbance of an originally planar reaction front
occurs in the direction of the moving reduction front,
the local electric field E952=w9 increases at this
9disturbance, see Fig. 9. Thus, the vacancy flux j ??VO
which controls the advancement of the reduction
front increases locally and the disturbance grows.
(b) The blackening occurs at a chemical potential
9at which the ionic conductivity s in the unreduced??V Fig. 9. Variation of the electric field induced by a disturbance ofO
99zirconia is higher than the electronic conductivity s the planar geometry of the advancing reduction front.e9
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99in the reduced zirconia. In this case the flux j of activity data in Fig. 5 are only extrapolated frome9
electrons through the reduced zone is rate determin- measurements at higher activities, and the possible
ing for the advancement of the reduction front. A influence of the yttrium content on the equilibrium
similar argument as in case (a) leads to the conclu- Zr /ZrO has been neglected. Thus, Fig. 5 has to be2
sion that the reduction front remains stable in this regarded with care.
case. As a consequence of the increased electronic
Qualitative rules for the discussion of the mor- conductivity in reduced zirconia, the transport coeffi-
phological stability of a moving boundary are given cient L for the oxygen component will also beO
in Ref. [32]. A so-called ‘reactive flux’ is defined large, due to both the high ionic and electronic
which controls the advancement of the boundary and 99 99 99 9conductivity s and s (s ¯s ). Together?? ?? ??V e9 V VO O O
which consumes most of the external driving force, with a high thermodynamic factor this leads to a high
˜see Fig. 10. chemical diffusion coefficient D which causes theO
9In case (a) the flux j of oxygen vacancies in the?? observed homogeneously blackened product region.VO
unreduced zone can be identified as the reactive flux.
The velocity vector y of the boundary is directedb
toward the unreduced zone in which the reactive flux 5. Discussion
9j occurs, and the boundary moves in an unstable??VO
99manner. In case (b) the flux j of electrons in the According to Eq. (16), the EMF of a partiallye9
reduced zone can be identified as the reactive flux. reduced zirconia specimen offers information on the
The velocity vector y of the boundary is directed oxygen activity within the reduced material. Theb
toward the phase which does not contain the reactive observed maximum (open cell) EMF of approximate-
flux, and the boundary remains stable. ly 2.4 V at 5008C corresponds to an oxygen activity
Given that the reduction front becomes always of log a . 2 62. From thermodynamic data [39]O2
morphologically unstable, we conclude that the we estimate an oxygen activity log a . 2 64 forO2
99electronic conductivity s in the reduced zirconia is the equilibrium between pure zirconium metal ande9
9definitely higher than the ionic conductivity s in?? pure zirconia. Thus, the metal activity within theVO
the unreduced material. This may also be inferred blackened zone during the reduction is very close to
from Fig. 5 which shows data for the partial conduc- the activity of zirconium metal. However, under
tivities in yttria-stabilized zirconia (taken from [37]) open cell conditions, the initially high EMF de-
together with calculated data for the oxygen activity creases quickly indicating back diffusion of the
at the equilibrium Zr /ZrO . However, the low oxygen component through the unreduced material.2
Nevertheless, it could not be observed that the
blackened zone becomes lighter or smaller when the
EMF decreases under open cell conditions.
The low oxygen activity which is obtained within
the blackened material proves the oxygen-blocking
function of the glass cover. Using glass-encapsula-
tion it is thus possible to prepare reduced zirconia
with a well defined and very low oxygen activity.
However, the study of the reduced material is
difficult. The application of local probes within the
encapsulated polarisation cell would provide infor-
mation on the electronic conductivity but failed so
far due to the experimental difficulties. Locally
resolved optical transmission spectroscopy (in situ)
could provide further experimental information.
An early study on the potential distribution inFig. 10. Stability criteria for moving boundaries according to Ref.
[32]. electrochemically polarized zirconia has been re-
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ported by Casselton et al. [1,2]. A number of thin strongly reduced zirconia is available. Only two
platinum wires were attached along a zirconia speci- experimental studies report on the deviation from
men in order to detect the local electric field during nonstoichiometry in reduced zirconia. Xue and Diec-
electroreduction. However, the value of these mea- kmann [40] report data on the deviation from
surements is restricted since the surfaces of the stoichiometry in pure and in commercial zirconia at
specimen were not closed for the exchange of high temperatures (9008C,T,14008C) in the oxy-
oxygen. Thus, the reported profiles provide no gen activity range 2 13, log a , 0. The observedO2
reproducible information on the potential distribution deviations from stoichiometry are in the order of
25
under ideal ion blocking conditions. 10 even at these high temperatures. Levy et al.
Waser et al. studied the field distribution during [20] measured the degree of nonstoichiometry in
electrochemical degradation of SrTiO by means of yttria-stabilized zirconia and obtained values in the3
23 22
electron beam deflection in an SEM and by elec- range between 10 and 10 at temperatures be-
trooptic measurements. Detailed information on the tween 500 and 1000 K, using different reducing gas
reduction kinetics and the rate-determining steps mixtures but without denoting the corresponding
could thus be obtained. As in the present case, the oxygen activities. From the general equation
migration of oxygen vacancies limits the reduction
L ?L ≠m22O e9 Orate. However, due to a low intrinsic concentration
˜ ]]]] ]]D 5 ? (27)O 4L 1 L ≠c22level of vacancies, the electrochemical polarisation O e9 O
leads to serious gradients in the vacancy concen-
s ? s ≠lna221 RTO e9 Otration. In the case of YSZ or CSZ the high ]] ]]] ] ]]5 ? ? ? (28)2 s 1s c ≠lnc224F O e9 O Oconcentration of oxygen vacancies caused by doping
prevents the establishment of a serious vacancy for the chemical diffusion coefficient (neglecting
concentration gradient. interactions between electrons and oxygen vacancies)
As indicated above, the increased electronic con-
we obtain the relation
ductivity in the reduced material results in a high
≠lnachemical diffusion coefficient. To estimate the V RT Om 2
˜ ]] ] ]]D ¯ 2s ? ? ? (29)22O O 2chemical diffusion coefficient in strongly reduced d ≠lnd8F
zirconia we assume that the ionic conductivity of the
by applying the above given assumptions. Assumingreduced material does not differ significantly from
23
a value of d.10 for the metal deficit and a valuethe conductivity of the unreduced material. As
of ≠lnd /≠lna . 2 1/4, and using values of V ¯20conductivity measurements by Levy et al. [20] show O m23 23 21
cm /mol and s 5 1.153 10 (V cm) , we esti-22this is not strictly true, i.e. the production of addi- O
˜tional vacancies and electronic charge carriers in- mate the chemical diffusion coefficient as D ¯ 83O
26 2fluences the ionic conductivity. The reason for this 10 cm /s at T55008C. Obviously, our estimation
interaction is yet not clarified but the increase of the depends critically on d and on the ionic conductivity.
dielectric number by the introduction of electronic It should therefore be regarded only as a rough
charge carriers might be an explanation. The change estimate.
in the dielectric number would cause an increasing The observed morphological instability of the
dissociation of associates between impurity ions and reaction front is directly related to the transport
oxygen vacancies, thus increasing the concentration properties of zirconia under different thermodynamic
of mobile oxygen vacancies. We further assume that conditions. The conductivity diagram (see Fig. 5)
the electronic conductivity is considerably higher indicates that the change from predominant ionic
than the ionic conductivity of the reduced material, conductivity to predominant electronic conductivity
and that in contrast to the unreduced zirconia the generally occurs at an oxygen activity below the
ionic flux controls the flux of the oxygen component. equilibrium activity a (Zr /YSZ). Thus, at least inO2
A difficult estimate concerns the thermodynamic the depicted temperature region the reduction should
factor of reduced zirconia. No quantitative infor- always proceed in a morphologically unstable way.
mation on the deviation from stoichiometry in No reliable information on the relation between
194 J. Janek, C. Korte / Solid State Ionics 116 (1999) 181 –195
the blackening intensity and the oxygen activity is be regarded as barriers for oxygen ion transport, and
available. Thus, it is not possible to relate the directly related to this fact, ceramic specimens show
observed blackening front with a definite oxygen much slower blackening rates than single crystalline
activity. However, assuming a high chemical diffu- specimens under identical conditions.
sion coefficient within the reduced material one has
to conclude that the blackened region is virtually
homogeneous in respect to the oxygen activity. A Acknowledgements
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The different reduction rates for single and poly-
crystalline material highlights the role of grain
boundaries as kinetic barriers for oxygen ion conduc-
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